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This series addresses public and community engagement and the relationship between sociologists and 
their publics. The books in the series explore not only what sociologists do, but what sociology is for and 
focus on the commitment to enhance understanding of the social condition so that the lives of people are 
materially improved. 

The series showcases the wide diversity of sociological research that addresses the many global 
challenges that threaten the future of humankind in the 21st century. The relevance of sociology to what C. 
Wright Mills preferred to call the human condition is highlighted in works that address these challenges as 
they feature in global social changes, but also as they are mediated in local and regional communities and 
settings. The series thus features titles that work at a global level of abstraction, as well as studies that are 
micro-ethnographic depictions of global processes as they affect local communities.

Public Sociology 

Series Editors: John Brewer, Queen’s University, Northern Ireland and Neil McLaughlin, 
McMaster University, Canada

NEW IN THE SERIES

HB £85.00 ISBN 9781529206555

EPUB £27.99 ISBN 9781529206593

Jul 2022

Involving four generations of Global South 
researchers, this book provides a theoretical and 
empirical critique of Burawoy’s model of public 
sociology. It offers a bridge between debates on 
public sociology and decolonial frameworks.  

Critical Engagement with 
Public Sociology

Edited by Andries 
Bezuidenhout, Sonwabile 
Mnwana and Karl von Holdt HB £80.00 ISBN 9781529206555

EPUB £26.99 ISBN 9781529206593

Jun 2022

This provocative book critically analyses the 
widespread narrative around waste as a 
‘household’ issue. Hird uncovers neoliberal 
capitalism’s fallacy of infinite growth as the 
real culprit and shows how industry and local 
governments deflect attention away from the real 
causes of our global waste crisis.

A Public Sociology of Waste

By Myra Hird



PB £22.99 ISBN 9781529201079

HB £80.00 ISBN 9781529201055

EPUB £22.99 ISBN 9781529201086

Jun 2021

Cutting across multiple disciplines, this book maps out a new role for the public sociologist in the post-
COVID world. The authors envision a new kind of public sociology that brings together “the digital” and the 
“physical” to create public spaces where critical scholarship and active civic engagement can meet in a 
mutually reinforcing way.

The Public and Their Platforms

By Mark Carrigan and Lambros Fatsis 

HB £85.00 ISBN 9781529214581

EPUB £26.99 ISBN 9781529214604

Jul 2021

This timely book tells the story of the rise, fall and contemporary revival of the theories of Erich Fromm. As 
the rise of global right-wing populism and Trumpism creates new interest in psycho-social writing and 
popular sociology, this is an invaluable contribution to the key debates about current politics, sociology of 
ideas and the prospect of a truly global public sociology.

Erich Fromm and Global Public Sociology

By Neil McLaughlin

Find out more and order at 
bristoluniversitypress.co.uk/ 
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PB £26.99 ISBN 9781529201420

HB £85.00 ISBN 9781529201406

EPUB £26.99 ISBN 9781529201437

Jan 2022

Through pedagogical case studies and inter-contributor dialogues, this book sheds new light on concepts 
and boundaries in public sociology education. With sections on publics, special knowledges and practices 
in the field, it offers bold thinking on important questions including the purposes and targets of sociological 
knowledge. For students and academics in this and related fields, it is a timely and thought-provoking 
contribution to discipline debate.

Public Sociology As Educational Practice

Edited by Eurig Scandrett



Bristol University Press, and its imprint Policy Press, are committed to publishing the highest quality international scholarship in the social 
sciences and aligned disciplines.  As a not-for-profit university press, our aim is to publish work that makes an impact in the world.

Proposals are invited for books that include one 
or a range of the following:
• What is public sociology?
• Engaging policy in sociology
• Empowering people to drive change
• Sociology of the future
• Social justice under neo-liberalism
• Is humanitarianism in crisis?
• Rethinking the public university
• Sociology and human dignity
• The future of class
• Religion in the 21st century
• What is the future of housing?
• Social harm and intergenerational memory
• Sociology outside academia
• Does social mobility have a future?
• The future of social media
• War and militarism
• Building social justice from below
• What is the future of youth?
• Is health a human right?

Call for proposals 

Michael Burawoy, University of California, 
Berkeley, US 
John Brown Childs, University of California Santa 
Cruz, US
Craig Calhoun, Arizona State University, US
Frances Fox Piven, City University of New York, US
John H Hall, McGill University, Canada
Katie Hughes, Victoria University, Australia
Linda McKie, University of Edinburgh, UK
Ann Nilsen, University of Bergen, Norway
Elisa P. Reis, International Panel on Social 
Progress, Brazil 
John Scott, Essex University, UK and Copenhagen 
University, Denmark
Ari Sitas, University of Cape Town, South Africa
Linda Woodhead, Lancaster University, UK

Editorial advisory board 

Order online at bristoluniversitypress.co.uk or from all 

good bookshops.

You can also order direct from Marston Book Services: 

e: direct.orders@marston.co.uk   

t: +44 (0) 1235 456 500

Our eBooks are available via a range of library suppliers 

and individual eBooks are also available from most 

major retailers, see our website for more details.

Policy Press Scholarship Online is our digital monograph 

platform in partnership with Oxford University Press: 

policypress.universitypressscholarship.com
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Contact us 

If you would like to submit a proposal, or discuss 
ideas, then please contact the Series Editors:
 
John Brewer, j.brewer@qub.ac.uk
Neil McLaughlin, nmclaugh@mcmaster.ca
Shannon Kneis, shannon.kneis@bristol.ac.uk



“I’m proud to see Bristol University Press launching this important 
new journal, which promises to address the most urgent 
complexities of global social challenges by drawing together 
accessible international scholarship across the disciplines to 
inform policy and practice.” 
PROFESSOR JUDITH SQUIRES, DEPUTY VICE-CHANCELLOR AND 
PROVOST, UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL 
 
 
How can we reimagine society in an era of climate change, 
pandemic, hunger, poverty, questions of racial, ethnic and 
gender justice and other pressing global societal challenges? 
Significant threats and dangers lie ahead of us, but so do 
opportunities, as new ways of being, thinking and doing emerge. 
This new, fully Open Access journal aims to facilitate thinking 
about these positive new trajectories and to become the journal 
of choice to address the complexities of global social challenges 
across disciplines and fields.  
 

Bristol University Press is 
delighted to announce its first 
fully Open Access journal.

Editors in Chief:   
Shenggen Fan, China 
Agricultural University, China,  
Julie Thompson Klein, 
Wayne State University, USA 
and Transdisciplinarity Lab 
ETH-Zurich, Switzerland,  
Siddharth Mallavarapu, Shiv 
Nadar University, India,  
Bronwen Morgan,  
UNSW Sydney, Australia,  
Sue Scott, Newcastle 
University, UK,  
David Simon, Royal 
Holloway, University of 
London, UK 

Learn more at  
bristoluniversitypress.co.uk/gscj
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